Do you want to solve 3 issues below at design site?

- Waste occurs in design work! Cannot manage BOM creation by Excel anymore!
- Many mistakes when inputting BOM to the production system.
- Cannot share product information between Japan and Thailand!

Solve it by PLM Service of NEC Cloud!
Obbligato for SaaS can install PLM rapidly and easily with low cost!
Why don’t you immediately try it now via Internet?

Feature

Providing PLM “Obbligato” with abundance installation experiences as a cloud service. Realizing PLM to make design business more efficient quickly with low cost.

- Want to start small PLM in Thailand!
- Want to share product information with Japan!
- Want to increase efficiency of BOM entry to ERP!

Let’s try! Cloud based PLM

Because it is Obbligato •••

- By abundant search functions and high-speed viewing, Quickly and easily required information can be found.
- By function of access control, version, and lock. Info sharing can be done safely in Japan and Thailand.
- By BOM editor which can edit BOM visually. BOM entry to ERP can be done conveniently and without mistake.

Because it is SaaS •••

- Total cost is reduced significantly, including initial cost, system maintenance and operation costs.
- Since it is service use, it can begin easily and rapidly.

PLM: Product lifecycle management
Cloud Based PLM Service

- Integrated control product information by linking with BOM, and increase efficiency of production BOM editing work.

Providing service from the most important 3 functions.
- Document Mgt.
- Product structure (E-BOM/M-BOM) Mgt.
- Engineering change order Mgt.

Product structure management screen

Document management screen

Required documents can be found immediately by attribute keyword search!

Desired information can be found shortly after following a link!

The latest version can be recognized quickly!

BOM entry to production system can be done easily!

Structure difference and change spot can be checked easily!

Sample of service price

Monthly charge: 25,000THB/5ID, Addition + 20,000THB/+5ID
Initial expense: 70,000THB + Training 100,000THB

Apply for Free Trial >> http://jpn.nec.com/plm/th/
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